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INTRODUCTION

Earthworm (Johnson et al., 1995) is an automatic processing
system for locating earthquakes. The initial objective of the
project, started in 1993, was to provide rapid notification of
seismic events. The original requirements were for a system
able to manage hundreds of channels in near-real-time with
robustness and speed but not necessarily to have a persistent
memory of the past events. Subsequently, the Interactive Earth-
worm subsystem was provided in addition to the automatic,
and it was made up of several modules for loading information
in an Oracle database and then retrieving it for post-processing
and alarm notifications (Earle et al., 2003).

However, the last Earthworm public distribution contain-
ing the interactive subsystem was the 6.3 release, which dates
back to May 2003, after which, for various technical and opera-
tional reasons, it was discontinued; no other database has been
included in Earthworm up to the version 7.5, released in
August 2011.

After several years of successful tests using Earthworm for
seismic event detection in Italy (Mazza et al., 2008), Istituto
Nazionale di Geofisica eVulcanologia (INGV) National Earth-
quake Center decided to substitute the preexisting location
program with the Earthworm system, interfacing it with the
current event revision procedures, the seismological database
called SeisEv and the station instruments database called Seis-
Net. The main issue was that the common output parameters
produced by Earthworm, like phase picks, event locations, mag-
nitudes, data triggers, and error messages were reported only by
e-mail or recorded on local disk files; one has to deal with scat-
tered files in diverse formats whenever analyzing or debugging
an Earthworm system.

The lack of a database in the Earthworm distribution
considerably restricted the chances of analyzing data and de-
veloping new procedures for post-processing and seismic infor-
mation dissemination. There already existed, and still exist,
several examples of dedicated database-centric projects interfac-
ing to Earthworm’s core (Friberg et al., 2010), among which
the most widespread are Hydra (Buland et al., 2009) and
ANSS Quake Monitoring System (AQMS) (Advanced Na-
tional Seismic System [ANSS], 2010; Bhadha et al., 2010;

Friberg and CISN developers, 2010). These projects have been
developed for different purposes but they both rely on the
Oracle Database Management System (DBMS). Adopting a
commercial DBMS like Oracle is technically unobjectionable
but this choice could be too costly for most Earthworm users,
whose need could also be met with a solution based on open-
source and free software currently available. Hydra, developed
by USGS/NEIC (U.S. Geological Survey/National Earthquake
Information Center) to locate global earthquakes and com-
piled only for Windows platform, uses the old Interactive
Earthworm database. AQMS is not an open project at this time
and even when it will be publicly released, the cost of the
Oracle license should reduce the appeal of Earthworm when
compared to other free earthquake monitoring systems like
SeisComP3 (Olivieri and Clinton, 2012).

The experience provided by the Winston software (Cer-
velli et al., 2004; Cervelli, 2005) had already demonstrated that
a MySQL DBMS could sustain the heavy load of storing in
near-real-time the waveforms coming from the Earthworm sys-
tem. This fact encouraged us to rely on MySQL to develop a
new system potentially capable of collecting all possible kinds
of Earthworm messages.

We have designed and developed Mole, an open-source
and cross-platform Earthworm subsystem made up of a
MySQL database, an Earthworm module, and a web interface.
Although it sprang from INGV requirements, Mole is as gen-
eral-purpose as possible in order to provide a high-level com-
munication layer to Earthworm. In this sense, Mole intends to
be a starting point for the Earthworm community to fire up a
development effort for a new “Open Interactive Earthworm.”
Mole is now freely available in the current distribution of
Earthworm 7.6 released in November, 2012.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The main characteristic required for our subsystem was the
capability of reading the messages flowing in the Earthworm
ring buffers and storing in near-real-time the contained infor-
mation into a database, which had to be the expected commu-
nication layer between Earthworm and our preexisting MySQL
database SeisEv.

Seismic surveillance responsibilities require that an earth-
quake location system must always be up and working. This
could be accomplished by using redundant Earthworm
instances running in parallel, which produces a new require-
ment: the subsystemmust be capable of loading data frommulti-
ple Earthworm instances at the same time. Satisfying this
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requirement allows centralization of information coming also
from heterogeneous remote Earthworm systems set up for
different purposes.

The subsystem had to be robust enough to sustain the
heavy load generated during earthquake sequences. Moreover,
in case of temporary database connection failures, it had to be
able to buffer the loading operations and postpone their
executions until the connection was reestablished.

Earthworm benefits from the constant support of a world-
wide community of users and developers because it is a free sys-
tem based on open-source and cross-platform software. There-
fore, our subsystem and its components, such as the Database
Management System, had to meet these two basic requirements
so it could be readily adopted by the Earthworm community.

MOLE DEVELOPMENT

At its current state of development, Mole is able to collect in
near-real-time most of the common message types flowing in
the Earthworm rings and to display the stored information
through a web interface. At present, Mole consists of the fol-
lowing the following definitions.
• moledb: a MySQL database which hosts Earthworm

messages information. It must be created running the in-
stallation script containing all MySQL definitions.

• ew2moledb: an Earthworm module that feeds moledb
with information read from the Earthworm rings. It has
to be compiled for the same architecture where Earthworm
is running (Solaris, Linux, Mac OS X, Windows, etc.).

• moleface: a PHP web interface for browsing the informa-
tion stored in moledb. It must be installed on a web server
that supports PHP and MySQL.

The very generic and minimal Earthworm diagram in
Figure 1 shows Mole components and offers a view about
how the single parts of the systemcanbe connected to eachother.

Because Mole must be as general-purpose as possible, we
decided to keep the database schema closely related to the types
of Earthworm messages, so that each message type usually
matches to one or at most two corresponding tables. In this
way it is easy to progressively add new message types and to
implement fast-loading operations into the database. The
INSERT operations are executed within MySQL stored pro-
cedures called by the Earthworm module ew2moledb. This is
the only module that can write into the moledb database;
therefore, other Earthworm-module developers can safely ig-
nore database internals, and they have no need to modify their
applications even if the database structure changes.

In an ideal world, in which disconnections do not occur
and messages are received with a finite delay in the same order
they are sent, Earthworm automatic behavior with only one
ring can guarantee by itself the correct and complete sequence
of the INSERT operations into the database. In reality, mes-
sages are transmitted on multiple communication channels and
they could be missed, corrupted, or received in an unpredict-
able order. Therefore, many particular checks would be re-
quired to ensure a constant data consistency of the stored
information every time data are added. Managing all possible
cases in near-real-time is impracticable or even counterproduc-
tive. In practice, under normal working conditions, we can rea-
sonably assume that the communication delays are finite (i.e.,
messages are received, sooner or later). So, in favor of execution
speed and message-handling generality, and in order to preserve
any single received piece of information, we have opted to per-
mit stored procedures to load partial or unordered data.

If a message flows in the rings more than one time, the mes-
sage will be stored in the database only the first time, and
subsequently rejected as duplicated to avoid breaking referential
integrity with regard to the identifiers generated by the Earth-
worm modules, such as pick_ew (pick_ew_XXX.ndx) and
binder_ew (quake_id.d).However, nothing prevents a user from

▴ Figure 1. Mole components. ew2moledb can be configured to read a custom subset of message types from rings, and subsequently
translate the message information and load it into the moledb database. moleface is a web interface to the moledb content.
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using the Earthworm module tankplayer to play back several
times the same past event, and having all messages stored in
moledb.

At present, Mole can handle the Earthworm message types
listed in Table 1. Besides storing Earthworm messages, Mole
also maps the following:
• Earthworm instances (Fig. 2), which in the context of

Mole are abstractions of different Earthworm-running sys-
tems identified by unique strings—not to be mistaken for
the Earthworm Installation that is usually identified by the
code with prefix INST_;

• seismic SCNL codes (Station, Channel, Network, Loca-
tion) and some related information such as geographic co-
ordinates, site name, and an optional integer identifier to
allow logical linking of the SCNL code to an external seis-
mic station’s database;

• names of Earthworm modules running on the different
Earthworm instances, identified by “super-module-id”;

• pick sequence numbers generated from different Earth-
worm instances, identified by “super-pick-id”; and

• earthquake location sequence numbers generated from dif-
ferent Earthworm instances, identified by “super-quake-id.”
MySQL has been chosen from among the other open-

source DBMSs because of its widespread use and to simplify
management for users who already use Winston. MySQL
works on all platforms on which Earthworm does; however,
this is not a strict requirement as the database could be located
on a remote server. Moreover, the opportunity to develop
stored procedures, which MySQL natively supports starting

from version 5.0, guarantees the necessary code flexibility and
reusability. Stored procedure arguments in moledb are strictly
determined from each Earthworm message structure. For in-
stance, consider the following C-structure definition for the
Earthworm message TYPE_PICK_SCNL:

/* Structure to contain data from a * TYPE_PICK2K or
TYPE_PICK_SCNL. In the * comments, NTS = Null

Terminated String. */

typedef struct _EWPICK {
/* one-byte number message type */
unsigned char msgtype;
/* one-byte number module id */
unsigned char modid;
/* one-byte number installation id */
unsigned char instid;
/* sequence number */
int seq;
/* NTS: Site code as per IRIS SEED */
char site[TRACE2_STA_LEN];
/* NTS: Network code as per IRIS SEED */
char net[TRACE2_NET_LEN];
/* NTS: Component code as per IRIS SEED */
char comp[TRACE2_CHAN_LEN];
/* NTS: location code as per IRIS SEED.
* Set to “–” for TYPE_PICK2K */
char loc[TRACE2_LOC_LEN];
/* first-motion descriptor (U,D,’ ’,’?’)*/
char fm;
/* pick weight or quality (0-4) */
char wt;
/* time of pick - seconds since 1970 */
double tpick;
/* P amplitudes in digital counts */
long pamp[3];
} EWPICK;

Table 1
Current Earthworm Message Types Handled by Mole

Earthworm
Message Type

Brief Description and Earthworm
Module Reference

TYPE_TRACEBUF2 Produced from any kind of
data_source modules, declared in
Mole but not actually used because
its management is delegated to the
Winston Server software.

TYPE_PICK_SCNL Pick phases usually produced by
pick_ew, recently also by pick_FP.

TYPE_CODA_SCNL Pick coda phases usually produced
by the Earthworm module pick_ew.

TYPE_QUAKE2K Event declaration and change
produced by binder_ew.

TYPE_LINK Phase/Event association produced by
binder_ew.

TYPE_HYP2000ARC Hypoinverse ARC message usually
produced by hyp2000/hyp2000_mgr.

TYPE_MAGNITUDE Local magnitude information
produced by localmag.

TYPE_
STRONGMOTIONII

Ground-motion parameters produced
by gmew.

TYPE_ERROR Error status messages produced by all
modules.

▴ Figure 2. Earthworm instances. One must define different
instance identifiers (e.g.,ew_italy1, buddy1, etc.) for each
running system, regardless of their installation identifiers (e.g.,
INST_INGV, INST_OTHER).
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The corresponding MySQL stored procedure sp_ins_ew_-
pick_scnl has arguments to accept the respective field values
from the C-structure EWPICK. If ew2moledb is configured
to receiveTYPE_PICK_SCNL messages, it interprets the mes-
sage values and calls the stored procedure like in the following
example code:

CALL sp_ins_ew_pick_scnl(
‘ew_italy1’, ‘MOD_PICK_EW’, 106338,
‘IV’, ‘FIR’, ‘HHZ’, ‘–’, ‘?’, 3,
‘2010-01-06 23:59:48.36’, 2774, 1730, 1631);

The stored procedures are responsible for arranging infor-
mation in the database tables. In the example above, the stored
procedure sp_ins_ew_pick_scnl first inserts the pick sequence
number of the picker module into the ew_spkseq table—whose
AUTO_INCREMENTprimary key is the super-pick-id—and
subsequently inserts other values into the ew_pick_scnl table.
If necessary, it also updates the tables ew_scnl and ew_module,
containing respectively the map of SCNL station codes and
module names running on different instances. It is noteworthy
that ew_pick_scnl table also houses information about message
type TYPE_CODA_SCNL, inserted by the stored procedure
sp_ins_ew_coda_scnl. Some other Earthworm message types,
such as TYPE_HYP2000ARC and TYPE_MAGNITUDE,
can contain summary information followed by a list of phase
or station-magnitude tuples. In moledb these kinds of messages
have two corresponding tables named with the suffix _sum-
mary and _phases.

In general, the tables referring to the Earthworm message
types contain, besides the various fields of the message, a few

other relevant attributes such as the unique incremental id for
the current table and the timestamp column modified, used
for preserving the time order in which the messages have been
processed. Moreover, the tables can contain other super-
identifiers such as the Earthworm instance identifier ewid or
the super-module-id ewmodid that have generated the message.

We have implemented the database following the same
approach to generate all the other tables and following basic
principles of relational database design. Figure 3 shows the cur-
rent Mole database schema diagram. Adding a new message
type to Mole is realized by adding the corresponding tables
(one or two) in the moledb database, writing a new stored pro-
cedure to fill and update it, developing the necessary functions
in ew2moledb to parse the message, and calling the correspond-
ing stored procedure.

The internal data representation should also be designed
for making straightforward queries on the entire stored
information. Usually, a DBMS can provide several mechanisms
for improving query performance, for instance, by defining
materialized views. Although MySQL does not currently sup-
port materialized views, one may simulate them efficiently by
creating and populating specific “query-oriented” tables that
contain the results of predefined custom queries. Since all the
messages coming from an Earthworm instance are no longer
updated after their insertion, we opted for creating the
“query-oriented” tables. Specific MySQL triggers update them,
after the INSERT operations have been executed on the origi-
nal tables of interest. An example is the table ew_events_sum-
mary that provides all-in-one earthquake locations and
magnitude summary values.

ew_magnitude_summary

ew_scnl

ew_error

ew_tracebuf

ew_pick_scnl

ew_link

ew_quake2k

ew_arc_summary

ew_arc_phase

ew_magnitude_phase

ew_strongmotionII

ew_spkseq

ew_module

ew_sqkseq

ew_instance

Earthworm message types

Map of SCNL codes Map of Earthworm Instances

Map of super-pick-id

Map of super-module-id

Map of super-quake-id

▴ Figure 3. Mole database schema diagram. The figure displays the tables and how they are related to each other, with the boxes
representing tables and the arrows foreign key relationships.
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The ew2moledb module is the only additional software to
be configured in every Earthworm installation in order to use
Mole. No other module needs code changes, re-compilation, or
configuration changes to put its messages in moledb. The ew2-
moledb module needs a configuration file in which are listed
the rings and the message types to read, as well as the necessary
parameters for the connection to the database. An internal
buffer where messages are stored temporarily until the network
connection or the database becomes available again handles
network disconnections to the database. This mechanism
can be useful even when the database server is put down for
planned maintenance.

The information contained within moledb can be dis-
played by the web interface called moleface, based on the
open-source PHP framework Xataface (Hannah, 2009). In
general, moleface allows you to browse any table, and, in par-
ticular, the homepage reports the list of the recent earthquakes,
stored in the table ew_events_summary shown in the screen-
shot in Figure 4. From this page, one may easily apply filters
based on all available fields such as magnitude, quality, and co-
ordinates and search for whatever type of match (range, exact,

partial, or multi-field). Moreover, moleface allows one to ex-
port information from moledb in the CSV (comma-separated
values) and XML format or subscribe to the RSS feeds of the
current search result. You can reach the extended report page
for a specific location by clicking on the corresponding row
in the summary list. The page displays all the details and
a map of the epicenter and the stations that have contributed
to the earthquake location and the magnitude estimate (Fig. 5).

IMPLEMENTATION AT INGV

Mole is currently part of Advanced Information and Data
Acquisition (AIDA), the system for seismic data acquisition,
analysis, archiving and distribution of the INGV National
Earthquake Center.

The manual revision, web reports, e-mail, and SMS alarm
procedures are based on the preexistent database SeisEv,
developed at INGV and conceived for receiving any kind of
information pertaining to seismic events, such as location
parameters, magnitude, ShakeMaps, moment tensor and tsuna-
migenic characterization, but also velocity models or adminis-

▴ Figure 4. Moleface earthquake locations summary. Moleface homepage screenshot shows a summary list of recent earthquake lo-
cations produced by the different Earthworm instances. One may filter the list choosing the available values in the combo boxes at the top
of table. One may also make more complex queries with the Find Form, searching range or exact values.
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trative areas. The schema of the database moledb is implicitly
governed by Earthworm messages, thus containing only a sub-
set of all the information stored in SeisEv. Accordingly, we use
Mole as the communication layer for transporting information
from Earthworm to the main INGVsystem. This task has been
accomplished hosting both databases on the same MySQL
server and developing customized triggers on moledb to feed
SeisEv tables. On the same server also resides the database
SeisNet where all the information regarding seismic stations
is stored. An adhoc procedure retrieves this information
and creates the Earthworm configuration files, updating the
ew_scnl table of moledb with the current values of geographic
coordinates, site name, and primary key of the channel table in
SeisNet.

Our MySQL server is based on two physical machines
installed at INGV headquarters in Rome. It is implemented
as a high-availability solution using DRBD for file-system rep-
lication (http://www.drbd.org/) and HeartBeat for automatic

failover support (http://www.linux-ha.org). A twin system is
located at our Disaster Recovery Center in Grottaminarda
(about 280 km southeast of Rome). The database server at
Grottaminarda is currently switched off, but as soon as the
ongoing work to improve the connectivity between the two
data centers is completed, the twin MySQL servers will even-
tually be set in a master–master configuration to obtain data-
base replication. MySQL is capable of scaling to a multi-master
architecture, and this is also a planned development for
AIDA.

We currently have four homogenous Earthworm instances
running in parallel and writing into the moledb database.
The procedures in AIDA are able to revise seismic locations
produced by any Earthworm instance, but for convenience
we always use one of them during scheduled maintenance
downtime or as preferred instance unless a major failure occurs.

AIDA is 24=7 fully operational from 4 May 2012, collect-
ing and analyzing data in near-real-time from more than 400

▴ Figure 5. Moleface earthquake location details. The page reports all available information about a single earthquake location and
shows on the map the epicenter and the stations contributing only to location (triangle), only to magnitude estimate (square with flag), or
both (circle). You can reach detailed information about the location and magnitude phases by clicking on the corresponding link.
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stations, totaling about 1,700 channels. On 20 May 2012 a
ML 5.9 earthquake occurred in northern Italy and started a se-
quence that produced more than 2,100 events over 40 days
(Mazza et al., 2012). During this time, any single Earthworm
instance has successfully inserted in moledb about 12,000 auto-
matic locations of earthquakes in Italy, with magnitude and
strong motion messages.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

We have developed Mole, an open-source and cross-
platform Earthworm subsystem able to store Earthworm
messages in a database. It allows higher service continuity
by dealing with multiple Earthworm instances running in par-
allel. Mole relies on the MySQL DBMS, and the ew2moledb
module can use its own buffering system to cope with long-
term disconnections from the DBMS server caused either by
a server issue or by planned database maintenance. The mole-
face web interface is provided for easy inspection of moledb
database contents.

At INGV National Earthquake Center, Mole has allowed
us to substitute the old home-made automatic earthquake-
location system with Earthworm, leaving nearly unchanged
the preexisting service framework for the Italian Seismic
Surveillance. Additionally, it has made the achievement of ser-
vice continuity, data replication, and disaster recovery easier.

The moledb database is used to feed the preexisting INGV
SeisEv database through MySQL’s built-in trigger mechanism.
A similar approach can be adopted to move Earthworm infor-
mation in near-real-time to any other seismological MySQL
database. In future, moledb could be extended through com-
munity efforts toward a more complete database, including
other seismological information (e.g., complete station infor-
mation or Earthworm configuration parameters), and by devel-
oping new procedures, real-time or offline, to extract and
transfer information using standard formats for data exchange,
such as QuakeML (Schorlemmer et al., 2011).

Mole is publicly distributed as a free software and its
sources are available from the official Earthworm repository
(http://earthworm.isti.com/trac/earthworm/). The open
and free database interfacing it can boost the community con-
tributions toward a new Open Interactive Earthworm for near
real-time monitoring of Earthworm operations and manual
revision of earthquake parameters.
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